
In this story about the Moabite widow, we learn about the 
importance of remaining faithful even when those who have our 
best interests at heart urge us to do otherwise. Ruth was not 
an Israelite. She was not born into the faith. Yet because of the 
persistent loyalty she shows her mother-in-law, Naomi, Ruth 
becomes a standard for faithfulness. Ruth has the courage 
to leave her homeland and accept the faith of her husband’s 
family. She follows Naomi back to Bethlehem and her noble 
character attracts the attention of Boaz. They marry and are 
blessed with a son, Obed. 

Obed becomes the father of Jesse and the grandfather of 
David. David is destined to become the greatest king in 
all of Israel’s history. It is from the house of David that the 
Messiah will come. David, Jesse, Obed, Boaz, and Ruth are all 
ancestors of Jesus.

All of this was possible because Ruth answered God’s call to 
faith and remained loyal to those she loved.

Getting started. Talk about someone you have 
known whom you could totally trust, or to talk 
about a time when someone stood by you and 
showed his or her loyalty. Discuss together.
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God Calls 
Ruth

Faith Stories: God Calls

Before you begin, please read the 
introduction on the right to yourself.

1

With the help of your child, prepare 
the meeting space. Pull out your Bible, 
light some candles, and add any other 
decoration you’d like to make the space 
beautiful. 

Then begin with a prayer.
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A long, long, long time ago, there was a woman named 
Naomi who was married and had two sons. They had 

moved from Bethlehem to Moab because there was a severe 
famine. Her sons grew up and married, then her husband 
died. Naomi missed Elimelech, but her sons and their wives 
made sure she was taken care of and loved. Ten years later, 
both of her sons died, too. Now Naomi, and her daughters-
in-law, Ruth and Orpah, were all widows.

Naomi decided to return to Bethlehem to stay with her 
family. She called her daughters-in-law to her and told them 
her plans. “You are both young enough to marry again. It 
would be best for you to return to your families and live in 
your own lands. You have been very kind to me and I am 
grateful. I hope and pray that God is just as kind to you.” 

All three women cried and the young women begged to 
stay with Naomi. But Naomi only wanted her sons’ widows 
to be safe and to go on with their lives. Orpah sadly agreed, 
kissed Naomi, and returned to her family. Ruth, on the other 
hand, would not let Naomi out of her embrace.

“Go after your sister-in-law and go back to your people,” 
Naomi ordered Ruth as she squirmed to get out of her hug.

Ruth only held tighter. “No, I won’t leave you. Wherever 
you go, I will go. Wherever you live will be my home, too. 
Your people will be my people, your God will be my God. I 
love you, my mother, and even death cannot end love.” 

Then Naomi knew that Ruth would never leave her, 
so she gave in and let Ruth stay with her. They arrived in 
Bethlehem at the time of harvest. They were very poor and 
they were very hungry. Ruth suggested, “Naomi, I could 

Based on the Book of Ruth

Have one family member read the 
text below out loud. Along the way, 
clarify anything your child might not 
understand.

1
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follow after the harvesters and collect what they drop or leave behind. 
This way we won’t starve.” Naomi knew that this was difficult, back-
breaking work. Ruth would have to go through all the sheaves and 
weeds to find any good grain that was left. But Naomi also knew they 
were in need, so gratefully she told Ruth to go. 

Ruth worked hard because she knew that they both needed to eat 
even though Naomi was too old to work with her. As she followed the 
harvesters, Ruth came into a field owned by Boaz. Boaz was in the 
same family as Elimelech, Naomi’s dead husband. 

Boaz called to one of his workers. “Who is the young woman 
following you as you work?”

“She is Naomi’s daughter-in-law. She has labored hard all day to 
find food for them both,” the reaper replied. He went on to tell Boaz 
the whole story of Naomi and Ruth.

The sight of this young woman so unselfishly taking care of 
another moved Boaz to pity. He arranged for the others to watch out 
for Ruth, to give her water and not to send her away. Boaz went to 
Ruth and told her what he had ordered.

“Why would you do this all for me?” Ruth asked in 
amazement.

“Because I know your story,” Boaz replied. “I know how 
you cared for Naomi when you could have gone home. I see 
how hard you work to take care of her. You are a good 
woman, and I hope that God will bless you even more 
than I can.” 

Ruth went on caring for Naomi, and Boaz grew in 
his admiration for her. He offered her more and more 
protection and aid. Naomi, for her part, was grateful to 
them both and to God.

One day Naomi spoke to Ruth with advice. “Boaz 
is from the same family as my late husband, so he is 
our nearest kin. He is a good man. Go to him as he is 
resting this evening, and lie down at his feet. He will 
tell you what to do.”

Ruth agreed to do as Naomi asked, and went to 
Boaz. She laid quietly at his feet, so silent she didn’t 
even wake him when she first arrived. Boaz woke about 
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Now discuss the story with your child. Use the 
following or other questions:

1. What most struck you about the story? 

2. What might have happened to Naomi if Ruth had 
not gone back to Bethlehem with her? 

3. What do you think was the hardest part for Ruth 
when leaving her homeland?

1

Get your child started on the activity on the next 
page, making sure they understand the instructions. 
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Just for you: We are gifts to each other. It is 
important to honor that gift with faithfulness.

We must be faithful to each other as God is faithful 
to us. One of the most important elements in 
any relationship is trust. If you are faithful and 
trustworthy it means you can be counted on during 
bad times as well as good. 

In today’s world, where we are often told to think of 
ourselves first, it is important to teach children the 
value of loyalty. As with all the other virtues, the best 
way to teach a child to be trustworthy and loyal is by 
example. Keep your promises. Follow through when 

you say you will do something.
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midnight and was surprised to see a 
woman lying at his feet. “Who are you?” 
he asked because it was too dark for him to 
see.

“It is Ruth, and we are of the same 
family because of Naomi.” 

Boaz knew that Ruth was still taking 
care of Naomi and listening to her advice. 
He was impressed with Ruth’s loyalty, and 
he loved her. He married the strong and 
faithful Ruth and they had a son. Their son, 
Obed, would later have a son named Jesse. 
Jesse would have a famous son, David, and 
we will hear more about him in another 
story. Now Naomi was surrounded by 
family again, and she was thankful and 
happy.

Even when things get rough, God speaks to 
us. “My love makes all of you family to each 
other. You all belong, because you all belong 
to me first. Be loyal as I am loyal to you.”
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Always Loyal
Ruth was loyal to her mother-in-law, Naomi. She stood by her and supported her even when Naomi urged 
her to go back to her own family. Ruth did this not for reward or recognition, but because she knew that 
was what God expected.

Below are some unfinished stories about times when young people like you had to make the same kind of 
choice that Ruth did. Finish these stories with what you would do. (Answering truthfully is more important 
than trying to figure out the “right” answer!)

1. A new student comes to your school. You welcome this student and show the way to the classroom. In the 
middle of the morning, one of your friends says about the new student, “What a nerd! Let’s stay away from 
that one!” But when you walk into the lunchroom, this new student, sitting alone, looks up and smiles at you. 
You ... 

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

2. Someone tells you a joke that makes fun of another nationality or race. Everyone around you is laughing. You 
... 

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

3. A bully in your class is always picking on the same kid, but the bully usually leaves you alone. Today the bully 
has the other kid trapped in the corner of the hallway, and you are the only one who sees this. You ... 

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________ 

Now go back and explain why you ended the stories the way you did.
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While your child works 
on their activity on the 
next page, continue to 
step 2.

1
Ruth set a standard for faithfulness that we are each asked 

to think about and incorporate into our own relationships. 
You will be talking together about what makes a friendship 
work. Think of words or phrases that are important in any 
relationship. See if you can fit them into the smaller word 
diagram below. (Two examples are already provided.)

2

Learning to Trust

Now work with your 
child to fill out the large 
word diagram on the 
bottom of this page. Try 
to use words or phrases 
from everyone’s work.
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Staying Together
Staying together like Ruth and Naomi isn’t easy and it never happens by accident. It is like building a 
structure, piece by piece, day by day. Many important choices and efforts go into keeping a family or a 
friendship together.

The building blocks below stand for this kind of effort. One of them is already filled in for you.  
What other words can you think of that keep people together?
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Closing Ritual

Team Players

Talk about the importance of trust 
and loyalty to one’s teammates in 
a sport and how these values affect 
what happens on and off the playing 
field.

1

Read Ruth 1:6 in your Bible. Make the 
Sign of the Cross and say the following 
prayer: 

“Thank you, God, for the people who 
are loyal and faithful to me. Help me to 
be faithful to you and all those I love.”

2
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